Why Frankfurt School?
If you are interested in studying one or two semesters at one of Europe’s premier business schools, you have come to the right place. Frankfurt School is “triple crowned”, being accredited by AACSB, AMBA and EQUIS. The educational programmes focusing on finance and management are all based on the practical results of real-world research projects, providing solid, up-to-date foundations on which to build successful careers.

Ranked #7 in the world for quality of life, Frankfurt is a bustling international city filled with rising industry, swanky night life, and rich culture.

With one of Europe’s largest airports located in its backyard, a central train station with connections to every major city in Europe, Frankfurt is the perfect location to not only experience Germany but Europe as a whole.

What can I study?
Frankfurt School of Finance and Management offers international students the opportunity to study for one or two semesters in one of several programmes (fully taught in English):

- Master of Finance
- Master in Management
- Master in Applied Data Science
- Bachelor in Business Administration

Who can apply?
We welcome students from both our Partner Universities and Non-Partner Universities to apply at Frankfurt School.

To enrol in our bachelor programme students should have studied for at least two years in a business or economics related programme.

To enrol in our master programmes, students need to have finished their undergraduate studies and should have studied at least one semester at the graduate level.

Application documents
- Proof of English proficiency: TOEFL IBT 90, IELTS 7.0, Cambridge C1 or equivalent.
- If the study programme at the home university is taught completely in English, a confirmation from the study advisory is also accepted.
- Students only need to provide proof of a B2 German proficiency level if they want to enrol in German-taught modules
- Transcript of Records (officially stamped and signed)
- Passport copy (valid for the full semester)
- Biometric photograph
- Health Insurance Certificate (valid for the full semester)

Tuition fees
Students from Non-partner universities pay the regular tuition fee (Free-Movers)

Students from Partner universities have a 10% discount on the regular tuition fee

Please refer to Frankfurt School website for fees

Course selection
Students are required to register for at least one module per semester, each module being worth 6 ECTS. A full semester workload is 30 ECTS.
STUDY ABROAD @ FS

FS Campus
The newly built FS campus at Adickesallee (2017) is centrally located in Frankfurt’s vivid Nordend area and is part of the „Campusmeile“ that connects Frankfurt’s universities and libraries. FS provides students with a first-class, state-of-the-art infrastructure and learning environment. The new building offers plenty of open space in the form of the expansive campus mall, which acts as the heart of Frankfurt School. The campus mall connects students to all major facilities including the auditorium, the Learning Centre, and the cafeteria. With numerous break out rooms and study spaces, students have plenty of opportunities to collaborate with fellow students or study on their own.

Buddy Programme
In order to support the international community within FS, FS Buddy was founded to bring together new international students with other FS students. The FS Buddy programme assists students with arrival, settling in Frankfurt, and integration. Within the online application you can directly sign up for the buddy programme!

Learning styles and expectations
At Frankfurt School students are expected to take responsibility for their own learning. It is expected that students attend the lectures, but you will also need to study independently on your own or in small groups. You will be encouraged to read widely, to analyse and question what you have read and be expected to understand the material covered in lectures or seminars—not just memorise it. Teaching styles vary but, generally speaking, independent thought and discussion are encouraged. You are encouraged to ask questions during class and to challenge and question what the lecturer says.

Orientation Day
Before the start of both semesters, Frankfurt School offers a mandatory International Student Orientation. The orientation provides students with useful information regarding academics, as well as organisational information—All important things you need to know when studying at Frankfurt School.

Frankfurt School offers various accommodations for students. Prices for a single apartment with our cooperation partner start at 700 EUR/month.

For further information, please check our website: www.fs.de/dorms or contact our housing coordinator accommodation@fs.de.
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